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About SRP

• US Bureau of Reclamation Project 

• Supply water & power to the Salt River Valley 

and large portions of the Phoenix Metropolitan area

• SRP facts per end of FY21

− 1,093,265 electric customers

− Peak system load: 7615 MW

− Available MW resources: >8800 MW

• Generation Resources

− Gas, coal, nuclear, hydro, solar, biomass, 
wind & geothermal 



Historians across SRP

• Energy Management System

• Substation Data Manager

• Relay Synchrophasers

• Generation

• Water



PI Systems at SRP

• 15 Generating Sites

• PMC – Performance Monitoring Center

• EMS – Transmission & Distribution

• SDM – Substation Automation
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Enterprise PI Infrastructure at SRP

• Serves as a “Real Time Data Infrastructure”

• Pulling data together from diverse sources, Generation and T&D

• Multiple applications & business units have access to same data

• Infrastructure essential to Daily Operations

• Foundation PI to centralize PI Data for Enterprise access



Enterprise PI Architecture
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PI AF Templates Enable Fleetwide Monitoring



External Party Access to PI Data

• Vendor Access

− Before: VPN Tunnel into control network

− Now: One PI System in DMZ connected to outside

• Participant Owner Access

− Before: Access to plant data on a Citrix 

connected desktop with PI Vision in Kiosk mode

− Now: PI to PI to owner from DMZ PI System
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Centralized Reporting and Analytics

• PI Vision

• PI DataLink

• PI Integrator for Business Analytics

− Power BI

− Tableau

− Hadoop



Challenge Solution Benefits

Centralization of Power System Data

Power Generation

Taking data that is stored at 
many individual sites, in 
disparate systems, with 
different standards, and 
making that data consistently 
available to the entire 
enterprise via one 
standardized, central platform 
for use in analytics, reporting, 
monitoring and engineering.

Implemented a centralized 
enterprise level PI System on 
the SRP network enabling 
access to fleetwide operational 
data by the business via PI 
tools such as PI AF, PI Vision, 
and PI DataLink, while 
standardizing individual site PI 
Systems across the company.  
“One stop shopping”

Enabling the business to 
more efficiently locate and 
access the operational data 
they really need via “one 
stop shopping”, they can 
focus more on information 
and less on technology, thus 
improving productivity and 
inherently reducing costs.
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This presentation may include predictions, estimates, intentions, beliefs and other statements that 
are or may be construed as being forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements 
represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject to risks and uncertainties 
that could result in actual outcomes differing materially from those projected in these statements. 
No statement contained herein constitutes a commitment by AVEVA to perform any particular action 
or to deliver any particular product or product features. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our opinions only as of the date of this 
presentation.  

The Company shall not be obliged to disclose any revision to these forward-looking statements to 
reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date on which they are made or to reflect the 
occurrence of future events.
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linkedin.com/company/aveva 

@avevagroup

ABOUT AVEVA 

AVEVA, a global leader in industrial software, drives digital transformation for industrial organizations 
managing complex operational processes. Through Performance Intelligence, AVEVA connects the 
power of information and artificial intelligence (AI) with human insight, to enable faster and more 
precise decision making, helping industries to boost operational delivery and sustainability. Our 
cloud-enabled data platform, combined with software that spans design, engineering and operations, 
asset performance, monitoring and control solutions delivers proven business value and outcomes to 
over 20,000 customers worldwide, supported by the largest industrial software ecosystem, including 
5,500 partners and 5,700 certified developers. AVEVA is headquartered in Cambridge, UK, with over 
6,000 employees at 90 locations in more than 40 countries. For more details visit: www.aveva.com
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